pointed out that the "only if" part is not correct and proposed a notion "locally barreled" which is weaker than fast completeness. They proved that if E is locally barreled, then all o(E" ,E)-bounded sets are /(E' ,E)-bounded. They also formulated a certain property (P) and shoed that E is locally barreled If it satisfies property (P) and if all o(E" ,E)-bounded sets are /9(E' ,E)-bounded. Thus, hen E has property (P), a necessary and sufficient condition for all G(E" ,E)-bounded sets to be /(E' ,E)-bounded is for E to be locally barreled. In [3] (3ilsdorf proved that henever E is locally barreled, then the families of eakly and strongly bounded subsets of II(E,F) are identical and that, when property (P) holds, the two statements are equi val ent.
In the present paper we give a number of necessary and sufficient conditions, as well as some sufficient conditions, for eak-. bounded subsett to be ttrongly bounded, and then investigate the relationships between them. In particular, we prove that whenever all G(E' ,E)-bounded sets are /9(E' ,E)-bounded and F is any locally convex space, then the families of eakly and strongly bounded subsets f II(E,F) are PROOF. That ($2) is equivalent to ($1), ($3), and ($4) is proved in [4] , Th.
10-4-5, Th. 10-4-7, and Th. I0-4-I01. Next e sho that ($3) is equivalent to ($5) . Let B be as in ($5) and let W be a
EBrI is a typical neighborhood of 0 for the topology relativized to EB). To kno that W will lways absorb B is to kno that some positive scalar-multiple of the set {x E: PB (X _<1} is contained in 14, which is to kno that ($5) holds.
That (Sa) implies ($2) is trivial. 14e shall complete the proof by assuming that ($3) holds and demonstrating that (Sa) follos. Let then F and S be as in (S), let A be an element o S, let B be a pointNise bounded subset o (E,F), and let p be a continuous seminorm on F. The set B{xE:p(T(x))_<l (trdl)} is a barrel in E nd by ($3), B absorbs bounded subsets of E in particular B absorbs A. It follows that I is bounded on A, which establishes ($6). Q.E.D.
BANACH-MACKEY SPACES (SUFF C ENT COND TIONS).
In the present section e give some sufficient conditions for weak-* bounded sets to be strongly bounded. (E,O) . By the localization theorem for strictly webbed spaces ([7] 35.), T(D) is contained in E or some m: absurd . BANACH-MACKEY SPACES AND PROPERTY P.
In [2], Koea and Bilsdorf formulated a property (P) and proved that if E has property (P) and if each (E ,E)-bounded set is /9(E ,E) -bounded then E is locally barreled. Thus if a space has property (P), it is a Banach-Mackey space if and only if it is locally barreled. We prove below that property (P) is actually quite demanding. For reference we set down this property: (P) for each absolutely convex, bounded, closed subset B of E, there exists a barrel W in E such that BrE B.
The following result seemed rather surprising. ([4] Prob. 4-4-109 
